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Abstract 
+s>& This paper explores the question: how does law 
affect 'women's participation in development in Kenya 
generally and Laikipia District in particular within the 
framework of economic, social, cultural and related factors. 
Thus it seeks to determine t1' e nature extent and impact ol 
gender discrimination against women from a legal stand-point. 
Through field data obtained in Laikipia, three types of legaj. 
constraints - constraints emanating from legal sanction, 
ineffectual law. and legal lacunae which undermine women's 
participation in development are identified. Finally, a 
reform agenda is proposed, 
In the paper, an attempt is .made to examine the legal 
problems encountered by: 
: women en masse 
: upper and middle class women 
: peasant and working class women (working women) due to 
a) general exploitaion of working class people in a 
capitalist system 
b) exploitation and discrimination by upper and middle, 
class men and women 
c) Exploitation and discrimination by oppressed and 
exploited spouse or "boy-friend" and his relatives-
It is concluded, inter alia, that because women i. 
both rural and urban settings hardly have land rights, 
credit, employment or business opportunities, their independent 
contribution to free enterprise- development is significantly 
curtailed. Further women's participation in development 
would be enhanced if there was a guarantee of personal access 
to the fruits of their labour. By distancing women from the 
means of production and the products of their ..labour, 
society pays by having a lower level of development than 
would otherwise occur. 
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'The only law which women know here the law of their 
husbands 1 
Ruth Koske 
Community Division assistant 
Belgut, Kenya 
'Women have always occupied a central role in African 
economies being the main agricultural producers and suppliers 
of welfare services at the household and community levels. 
The woman's position in traditional society was clearly defined 
and largely determined her rightful social status. However, 
colonial subjugation and its attendant Victorian attitudes 
towards women both as workers and as partners in life eroaec 
women's economic and social status. Kenya has been working 
toward the restoration of women to their active role, not only 
in the development of the economy bur also in the ownership .nd 
control of wealth arising from economic production. Women 5 
quality of life, as measured by such indicators as educat' -•n 
urbanisation, employment and incomes, has improved consider it oly 
since independence... 
Women had well defined leadership roles in traditi • 1 
society and participated actively in the struggle for 
independence. However, due to their disadvantaged position L-i 
the education system and as a result of unfavourable social 
attitudes, women have been slow to rise to prominent led-' -x v /positions 
m modern Kenya. However, in both the public service and tht 
Private sector, a growing number of women are assuming 
managerial and supervisory positions in all sectors of the 
economy. Politically, women have the vote and exercise a 
considerable impact on political trends. Women's Groups 
participatory initiatives have contributed tremendously to 
economic and social progress1 
Republic of Kenya, 
Development Plan 1989 - 1393, 
Nairobi, Government Printer at 21-23, 
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PART I 
INTRODUCTION 
! . J Scope of Study 
This paper explores the question: how does law affect 
women's participation in development in Kenya generally anu 
Laikipia District in particular within the framework of 
economic, social, cultural and related factors. Thus we se 
to determine the nature, extent and impact of gender 
discrimination against women from a legal stand-point. 
Through field data obtained in Laikipia, three types of iegr.l 
constraints •- constraints emanating from legal sanction, 
ineffectual law and legal lacunae which undermine women's 
participation in development are identified. Finally, a reform 
agenda is Proposed. 
1.1 Justification of the Study 
Preoccupation with women's issaes Dy researchers, 
policy makers and implementators in Kenya can be justified -
if justification is necessary - on several grounds. 
First ... a society loses development 
opportunities by ignoring women's vital 
role in society . , . although women constitute 
half or more of national populations .... 
Second ... even if women's self-improvement did 
not lead to quantifiable increases in 
productivity, discrimination against women is 
intolerable, as it violates the fundamental 
rights and freedoms of peoples... Third ... 
gender issues (are) important to development of 
research because women's self images affect 
their own development. (Acholc Pala Okeyo 
1989: 3-5). 
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Clearly then, sincf wor.-.en cenc. : the majority 
population the country deprives .itself a large proportion 
of human resources if women are routinely ignored, misutilize-
in a word peripherialized. In both Eastern and Western Europe, 
attempts have been made to reintegrate previously subjugates 
segments of the population including women into the development 
,.<.1 . Similarly in Third World countries, recognition anc1 
empowerment of such populations has recently begun to by seen is 
a critical measure in dynamizing existing economic and soci./ 
structures. For if world history hitherto constituted an 
attempt by ruling groups to continually exclude significant 
portions of the population from the development and human 
arenas, it appears present and future history is/will be about 
incrementally reintegrating such disadvantaged groups into the 
economy aim generally humanity. 
Women's actual contribution to economic production .is 
believed to surpass men&s. If that be so, common sense dema,. Ic 
such production role should be acknowledged and men must 
participate equally in both productior v: .:! consumption. 
Furthermore, women are largely responsible for the central role 
of initial socialization of the population. Thus, their 
treatment by men, political authority and society must be 
consistent with the above crucial role so that women are givbn 
added incentive and support for improving their socialization 
role. Crucially, rehabilitation or women's condition will 
dramatically reduce disadvatage and marginalization in soc ; j 
since women constitute a significant proportion of the 
disadvantaged. Moreover, lessons learned in the study of gender 
induced disadvantaged .will, it seems to us, apply mutatis mutavidi 
to an examination of other disadvataged populations. 
Since present legal norms in many communities.and 
countries - including Kenya - were developed within patriiBchy, 
it becomes worthwhile to study how such laws relate to gender-
discrimination against women. Further in -.societies such as 
Kenya's, which are still emerging from the traditional form5 
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the "invisibilization" and potential of women in the devel'..pui .t 
process deserve special study so that we can determine if 
modernization can be a viable catalyst in reversing women's 
discrimination. 
As will be clear presently. Laikipia 'district repress, 
a microcosm of Kenyan society because of the diversity present 
within it. A study of women and the alaw in Laikipia is there'"ore 
likely to highlight legal problems faced by the Kenyan woman i. 
general. 
Laikipia District: Pertinent Background Information^-
The district faces unique ecological constraints which 
cause untold hardship fox-- women. Extensive aridity and semi-
aridity imperil agricultural and livestock production and other 
economic activities. As a result the working women here 
have to exert themselves over and above their counterparts 
from the country's agriculturally favourable areas in order 
to secure subsistence and family survival. In the drier 
sections of rfukogodo and Rumuruti, annual rainfall amounts to 
only 4G0 mm. Water resources which could facilitate cheap 
water projects are lacking. Consequently, water development 
has lagged behind. Women spend considerable time in ensuring 
provision of domestic water' - indeed one of the most persistent 
problems articulated by our respondents was acute water sho,t-^v 
1. The information in this section is extracted from: Republic 
of Kenya, LAIKIPIA: District Development Plan 1989 - 193 3, 
Ministry of Planning and National Development, Nairobi, 
Government Printer, 198J. 
2. Some of our respondents spent 7 hours a day fetching water 
every two days. 
3. The quality of the water is, on the whole, very poor. C 
several occasions, we drew water from a river used by 
and for bathing and washing clothes. To my knowledge 
none of the researchers drank the water. 
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Due to existence of few forests, wood fuel and charcocl 
are Scarce- Livestock products are thus widely used as a 
source of energy. Shortage of fuel resources, just like water 
shortage, also overburdens women because traditionally, they 
are expected to mobilize both. 
Parts of Laikipia have a pastoral economy in which women 
provide labour within the contexts of unadulterated patriareiy, 
polygamy and a perenn.ually enfeebled economy. Where the economy 
is poor, women experience the brunt .,f such state. 
Ranching activity has existed since the colonial era 
WOmen have provided cheap labour in die ranches, often their 
labour attracting less remuneration 1: . en men's. With the 
africanization of some of the ranches widespread migration 
into the district has occurred. Some of the migrants are single 
women who participate in acquisition of land and independent 
economic activities often as heads of tneir households. 
Laikipia represents one of the tew districts in Ken • > 
where the male population outstrips the female population. 
In 1979 there were 69 ,548 males to 64 ,978 females; a sex r • :J 
of 1:0.93. Men tend to preceed their spouses into the disti. \.c ; 
in order to start homes. The Samburu and Turkana herdsmen 
usually migrate without their families. The military staJ:; •  s 
in Nanyuki are basically staffed by men. 
Landlessness if rife in the district. From an estimaeea 
population of 242,260 in 1989, 35,000 people were landless 
Women tend to predominate in this category, particularly where,, 
as is the case here, customary law vests land interests in 
men. Net ali private land lias been subdivided, hence untitled 
parcels exist, In such a scenario, proprietary security for 
women is more hazardous than where titled land exists. On te; 
whole, very small holdings exist which make viable 
agricultural activity difficult. Like elsewhere in the country, 
ctual agricultural activity is carried out by women. 
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Small scale farming is predictably an important 
agricultural and economic activity, To raise agricultural 
productivity, planners and agriculturalists - particularly 
extension officers - have to consciously target women. 
Also the informal sector serves as an impoitant 
contributor to economic activity. One problem facing this 
sector especially among women groups is lack of marketing 
Also loan applicants are few due primarily TO lack of 
appropriate collateral. This applies more to women than me" 
Many women's groups exist and operate within the disti 
Between 1983 and 1987 , 150 groups were registered. Finanei 
assistance seems to be dwindling as the number of groups 
increases. 
Few health institutions and facilities exist. These 
are 16 dispensaries, 2 sub-health centres, 5 health centres 
and 1 hospital. Certainly, repr,cdcuti. c. health and family 
planning for women cannot be catered fur optimally under sucl 
conditions. Children's heaith is also adversely affected by 
lack of adequate medical facilities. women are ordinarily 
responsible for family her; ,h. Therefore they are more acute 
affected by problems ir che health delivery system than men 
Educational opportunities are as yet extremely limit c 
especially in Mukogodo. There exists a dearth of academic 
inst-t' tions. Women's enrolment is markedly inferior to men' 
Adult literacy programmes are rudimentary. As a result, 
widespread illiteracy embraces the district, this being moi 
pronounced among women. For example, a peren-'ial problem 
afflicting women leadership is illiteracy. Some parents ai 
still opposed to school education of girls because such par a 
prefer traditional education for the duaghters aimed at p-
them for early marriage. 
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Finally, in Laixipia, cultur i diversity, as well un-
social and economic differentiation are extreme. Nor only is 
the gap between rich and poor extremely wide, but also 
culturally diverse groups exist. The pastoral communities 
still pursue their traditional African culture, whereas most 
of the migrant communities have, tc a large extent, embrac-d 
English type ''modern1' culture. 
PART II 
GENDEP DISCRIMINATION , LAW AND "DEVELOPMENT: 
THEORETICAL ISSUES'* . 
2.1 Gender Discrimination Defined 
Tove Stang Dahl defines sex discrimination thus: 
Discrimination means diff arenti:ii treatment. 
Sex discrimination means difJerential treatment 
because of sex, for example rules and actions 
that trear men and women dii s; ently on the 
basis of their sex. Rules ;;«a actions that treat • 
women and men differently on other ground are 
not, ab initio, sex discrimination since the 
intention has not been to treat them differently 
on the basis of sex, But such rules and actions 
can in fact have sex discrimination as a 
consequence. (Tove Stand Dahl, 1987:37). 
Gender discrimination thus amounts to advantage -
economic, political, social, cultural and psychological 
accruing to the male on account of their control of natural 
and human resources, the production,' distribution, excha.ge 
and consumption processes. (Maria Nzcmo, 198 7:111 at 114-': 18) 
The justification for engaging in sex discriminatory 
practices is however, articulated within the cultural realm, 
the argument being men are 1 atur ,x and historical leaders 
whom therefore society expects to assume dominant role in 
societal organization. Often, male superiority is also 
For a discussion of theoretical issues of women and 
the law,in Africa, see Janet W. Kabeberi, 1969. 
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justified as a function of biology. -intly then, gender 
discrimination flows from patriarchical and economic hegeuor 
over the female species • of whatever class - based on a we: 
5 of half-truths and lies. 
Although gender discrimination and all discrimination 
for that matter - is by and large negative, there does rl 
positive discrimination of two types, that is "negative posi Ive 
discrimination" which accrues to A, directly or indirectly, due 
to the effect of negative discrimination against B. Writes 
Tove Stang Dahl 'It will always be the case that" negative 
discrimination against one sex, directly or indirectly, dears 
positive discrimination for the other and vice-versa'. 
(Tove Stang Bahl 1987:39). Secondly, there exists positive 
discrimination intended to consciously correct existing negative 
discrimination. For example, provision of job quotas to worr 
who had previously been subjected to employment discriminat l"; 
constitutes positive discrimination. 
2 . 2 Who is Discriminated Against"' 
The majority of studies, especially by Western femin'-t 
writers, tend to treat women as a homogeneous entity. It is 
true all women - whatever their social and class positic 
are discriminated against by men within the same class or a; 
above their classes. However, upper and middle class vr-
are not discriminated against by men in the same manner 
extent and ways as working women aire. In identifying probi- »s 
encountered by women due to gender discrimination, it then 
becomes imperative to distinguish 
: problems encountered by women en masse 
: problems encountered by upper and middle class women 
: problems encountered by peasant and working class 
women (working women). 
5. For a comprehensive discussion of patriarchy and ger 
discrimination see generally Maria Mies4 1986 * 
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Blurring of the above categories ... ..n lead to mis-
identification of the problems flowing from gender discrimination. 
The scientific content of our enquiry , is a consequence, is tl ^ n 
seriously undermined. This is nior- so in a developing count? , 
where upper and middle class women form a small minority of . :ia 
female population and therefore a stud} of -nder discrimina .ion 
has necessarily to concentrate on working women'0. 
We ave obviously not arguing that the problems of upper 
and middle class women are inconsequential. No. In the 
women's rights movement, gender discrimination against such 
relatively advantaged women must also be identified and active.'.y 
mobilized against. Crucially however, gender discrimination 
against working women r.ruf-t be consciously identified and 
remedied. Needless to say, problems common to all women must 
similarly be addressed. 
One of the reasons we have isolated the working woim: n 
for special scrutiny is that hers is multiple exploitation a in-
discrimination. She is exploited withi. • che framework of the 
capitalist system in general, just as her male counterpart is. 
She is also exploited and discriminated 'against by upper and 
middle class men and women, Also she is exploited and 
discrimianted against by her oppressed and exploited spous. 
or 'boy friend' and his .^ale relative. 
In our view, any analysis of gender discrimination 
especially in the African context mu3t be sensitive to the aoov.,: 
multi-layered reality if it Is to avoid being simplistic, 
apologia or a smokescreen for promoting upper cind middle class 
women's partisan struggles for "women's liberation". 
Indeed for Laikipia district the majority of the women 
population are working women. 
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2 , 3 Causes of Gender Discrimination 
Gender discrimination has diverse causes. It may be 
officially sanctioned., consciously or unconsciously engender, 
in societal organizational structure especially within 
patriarchy, outlawed but alive in societal practices 
sanctioned by legal lacunae or lack of awareness of measure:, 
designed to eradicate it and so on. Moreover, sections of 
populace e.g. extremely disadvantaged and culturally opprest-ed 
and subordinated women may be conditioned not to identify 
discrimination and therefore to them discriminatory practises 
are in the short run acceptable. Even where the subjects 
of gender discrimination recognise its ills, they may chose 
docility in preference to enjoyment of the meagre benefits . r 
the present gender biased system. 
Friedrich F.ngels posits that gender discrimination is 
rooted in the genesis and development of private property 
especially with the advent of class, slave owner society. 
Such Engelian thesis runs thus: under primitive communalism, 
women's position in the household and -„e . .'.ety was dominant, 
but women did not exploit such superiority. The r.uminancy 
arose from che fact that the women played a greater role than 
the man in the reproduction of the human species and productiot 
of social life being in charge of housekeeping as she was. 
Engels comments:. 
Communistic housekeeping, however, means 
the supremacy of women in the house, j ust 
as the exclusive recognition of the female 
parent. owing to the impossibility of 
recognizing the male parent with certainty, 
means that the women - the mothers 0- ire 
held in high respect One of thv, most 
absurd notions taken, over from 18th 
century enlightenment is that in the beginning 
of society woman was the slave of man. Among 
all savages and all barbarians oif the lower 
middle stages, and te •» certain extent oi the 
upper stage also, the position e>f women is not 
onlv free, but honourable (Frxedrich Engels: 
1972 ed: 113). 
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Engels argues that as society r, .J '"rom primitive 
communalism and man - who owner ana controlled the tools a 
production >.utside the household - multiplied and privatiz 
property, (Id. 118) a reve sal oi ^ .Acer roles begantto or. 
Write En/re Is -
Thus on the one hand, in proportion rs w;-.alth 
increased, it made the man's position in the 
family more important than thr woman's, and th 
on the other hand createu nninpu is te exploit 
this strengthened position in ora^r to overthrow, 
in favour of his children, the traditional order 
of inheritance. This, nowever, was impossible so 
long as descent was reckoned according te mother 
right. Mother right the'-efcro, had to be overthrowr 
.. (Id. 139 ). 
'The overthrow of mother right was the world 
historical defeat of tie.; f emale see, The man 
took command in the home a l s o t h e woman was 
degraded and reduced tc servitude* she became 
the slave of his lust and a mere instrument for the 
production of children.' (Id. 120-121). 
Engels proceeds to show that ea order to defeat moth 
right (that is, recognition of descent only through the 
mother's side' and recognition, for purposes of inheritanc 
of only the female line due tothe fret 4>f group marriage) 
was mandatory for the already propertied man to introduce 
monogamy or the women (Id. 10C). Eugels writes: 
Monogamy arose from the concentration of 
considerable wealth in the hande of a single 
individual a man - and from the need to 
bequeath this wealth to children of that man 
and of no other. For <_his purpose., the 
monogamy of the woman was required, not that «. 
of the man, so this monogamy of the woman did 
not in any way interfere with open or concealed 
polygamy on the part of the man, (Id. 138). 
To summarize, Engels demonstrates that man's capture 
private property, particularly within n patriarchial and 
class set up, ensured his dominancy over woman. Indeed 
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progressively, the woman became man'? si .we and a producer 
his children and labour. Because ho us .-. work was no longer-
treated as socially necessary labour, it was not recognize 
as such and the woman was catapulted Into an inferior posi 
with the accompanying degradation. 
dost feminist writers today agree with Engels, at 
least his broad outlines, that the economic marginalizatie 
women through history - their distancing from control and 
ownership of the means of production - is,in large measure 
responsible for their present subordinate position. 
Although generally adopting the Marxist framework, 
Claude Meillasoux thinks that women's subordination is 
traceable to a factor other than the genesis and control o 
private property by males.. He states 
(Historical materialism is also valid for 
' primitivev' society and . . „ •' the production 
of material life conditions the general . 
process of social, political and • . 
intellectual life' ... 
still -ind this is important in contrast 
to capitalism, power in this -mc-do of 
production (pro-class nude of production) 
rests on control over the ,T.j.v.ns of human 
reproduction - subsistenc- goods and wives 
- and not over the means or material production, 
(1981:49) (emphasis in the original). 
He adds (and we quote in extenso) 
Women's subordination makes them susceptible 
to two different kinds of exploitation - the 
exploitation of their labour-, in that_they 
lose their claim to • .. ' their 
pre due.; \ wr:ich is handed over to their husbands 
who take control of it or pass it on to the 
elder, and is never returned to them in its 
entirety; and the.-, exploitation of her 
reproductive capacities, mostly since filiation 
(that is rights over the progeny) is always 
established through men ... (1981:77). 
Marx is therefore right ic V 1 . that 
women probably constituted oh... first exploited 
class. All the same, it is still necessary to 
distinguish diff-.^ent cat gor.i es of women in 
terms of the functions the -:ulf?.l according to 
age by which they are not m t h e one relations 
of exploitation and Subordination. The advent 
of 'private property' cert eerily brings 
significant changes in the position oi women, 
as Engels discerned, but we Ine/e soon that the 
causes for their submission are more intimate 
and have more distant origins (198:1:78). 
Although Meillassoux's work is incisive .no an important 
contribution to the gender discrimination debate, it has 
been criticised. Sharon B. Stichtei and Jane L. Purpart m 
Meillasoux seemed to be arguing that in all 
human societies subsequent to hunting bands 
and gynolocalities (excepting, in the future, 
advanced communism), men had of necessity 
controlled reproduction, and hcr.ce controlled 
women. Edholm, Harris and Young responded that 
even ii some kind oi soci'U control over 
reproduction were a necessary feature of all 
societies, such control need not necessarily 
be by men, nor1 need it be; ir'-id eal to the 
interests of women. Furthermore, control 
over reproduction was only part of the problem 
of controlling allocation to the labour force. 
Finally, the question of w'ho controlled women's 
important work as matari -.1 producers had been 
neglected. Reproduction had become an over-
loaded concept; to make it the all-inclusive 
explanation for.1 men's control ever women 
was unconvincing. (1988:6). 
It seems to me Engel's work could be read to i'nclua 
Meillasouxfs point on the centrelitv of the issue of contrc 
over reproduction by men, Due to emergence of private 
property, men found it necessary to control women's 
reproduction for purpose:" of expanding labour power at thee 
disposal as well as securing heirs c f undisputed paternity. 
During, the above process, women became subordinated. If th 
thesis of men's control of reproduction per se is over-
emphasised, we run the risk of viewing women as the weaker 
IDS/Wp 4 
sex who had to be protected by men murine the course of who 
subordination resulted. Such, formulation would expose us 
the charge of paternalism. 
After scrutinizing releva'nt literature by. naturalist 
liberal and leftist feminists (Marxist and radical) (see a. 
Susan Moller ICkin, 1983:170-186; Diana H. Coole 1988 eso 
David L. Kirp et al 1986:46-66) we conclude wide agreement 
therefore exists that ultimately economic emancipation oL ti 
female population is a basis and necessary condition for -
realization of gender equality. 
To the extent that women incrementally access and cc r: 
means oi production- their labour and the fruits of such 
and production, gender discrimination against them is also 
incrementally reduced and the movement towards equality pu' 
a sure and concrete footing. 
Patriarchy - within which men own the means of pre !< '-or 
and property in general - provides a fit ting framework for 
gender discrimination. •' Patriarchy ' literally means 5 the rul • 
of fathers'. But today's male dominance goes beyond 'the 
rule of fathers', It includes the rule oi~ husbands, of .alj 
bosses, of ruling men in most Societal institutions, in polxtio 
and economics, in short, what has been called 'the mart's le.I .ue 
or more 'men's houue' . (nan.. Mies 198 6.87). 
Although sexist ideology does not and cannot cause gender 
discrimination, it is however, relied on significantly.to 
•justify such discrimination. Motions of the woman's 
subordinate position in society being associated with her 
biological and physical inferiority are frequently peddled 
even by some writers (David Kirp et ul 1386 :47), Morev.ta-
some religions and religious texts nave also justified . 
discrimination. (Osita C. Eze 1984:1^1). 
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2 
The relationship botwe n cuitui tradition on the 
one hand and gender discrimination on th other is a comp.1 rr 
one. Some writers believe that 'the real basis of the 
inequality of sexes in Africa should be traced essentially t > 
the traditional division of labour". (ID. 142). The argue n: ha 
it that within the cultural, traditions of African societies , 
women wer assigned those roles which made chain inferior 
men in sc far as the roles were the ''soft" ones. Whereas 
is true that in African societies, where slavery and nasec-n 
feudalism - or societies developing towards such modes -
existed, the s tatus of women w is subordinated to chat of i- • . 
However, It has to be conceded that in pre-clans pre-coloi 
societies, thi woman's r~l<s was acknowledged and treated w' . h 
dignity; many such societies were patrilineal or had a 
patrilineal structure moderated by elements of matriarchy. 
To the extent that private property and patriarchy were not 
dominant, mother right tended to preserve, respect for worn*. 
However, the introduction and penetration of capitalism ir 
Africa upon colonialism accelerate:. fn<-. subjugation of won. 
For example, land ownership was ofi"i .:.:.''y recognized anion, 
male household heads thereby reducing women land rights te. 
merely use or access rights. Oroe the woman's marginaliz en i 
and inferiorization reached its zenith under capitalism, r 
writers on gender discrimination i esorted to culture to . in 
that women subordination in African societies had cultural 
roots. Missionaries also buttressed such position. In tin• 'oo 
a large proportion of African men came to believe that win n 
their culture and traditions, justification for their 
domination over women existed. Predictably the entire faoric 
of present societies is so structured that it ensures ge.ndt-..-
inequality in favour of m.;nj both consciously and unconsciously 
men and women ordinarily behave and live in ways which 
perpetuate gender inequality. it Is no wonder that radical 
reninism hoc the following agenda for inducing gender equality, 
virites Diana H, Coole: 
Unlike tne Marxist approach, it (radical feminism) 
has not struggled co incorporate women into a 
pre-existing political framework, but instead 
attempts to shift our whole p.-.roe >tion of 
society, to restructure it in t-.er:s a radically 
new set of woman - centred meanings, Its 
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aim has been to recast personal identities; 
to reclaim language and culture from their mascul 
masculine forms; to relocate significant 
political power; to reassess human nature and ' 
to challenge traditional values 
(198 8:2-35). 
Diana G. Cole summarizes the radioo.3 feminist approach wt 
she writes: 
radical feminism . . fostered the claim, that 
the personal is political .- . (at 235 ), 
claims that the personal is political thus 
shift traditional notions of politics in 
fundamental ways. .First, they locate the 
family and the sexual identities constituted then 
rather than the state, as the primary site of 
power relations. They mean that politics is 
about personal life not simply about electoral 
battles and ambitious individuals: that the way 
we live in our private lives is as much the stuff 
of politics as parliamentary debates of theories 
of state. Who raises the children* and does the 
housework becomes a political issue. Second, 
they isolate men rather1 than ab< nomic classes 
of self-interested indlvidue i.s; as the prime powe 
seekers. Third, they find - that power is 
exercised through a whole rv.nge of channels but 
tend to focus on psycho-cultural ones, since 
consciousness-raising is needed before victims 
recognize the full scope of their oppression. 
Fourth, then the scope of politics is 
considerably broadened; it no longer makes sense 
to locate a circumscribed political arena and 
juxtapose it to an a political private realm. As 
women's experience testifies., there is no 
escape from power relations in the world as we 
know it. (at 257). 
Undeniably emphasizing the personal realm where ccnsciou-
raising and other battles foe equality must occur is crie 
However, de-emphasizing the primary ^ole of class and st. 
creating and maintaining gender inequality can easily re; 
a mis-identification of the causes cf gender discriminate 
Indeed what the radical feminists hv%. to say turns cut-
to be. that radical after . 11. 
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2.W Erf^cto ef Gender t.ic > 
Recent preoccupation with tiu role of woman in development 
by ir.ternSfiSnal institutions and governments- has arisen 
principally due to a realir at ion that it does not sake economic 
sense not to consciously target and mooli;;e over half the 
population in society. In pursuit >f holistic development it 
has bsjn realised, the "omul*-. compors •• I oi the population 
be recognized and addressed not merely as an .appendage of the. 
male economy but in its own right, dance, one of the do-let* u ,-s 
..ffeets of gender discrimination a. . inst women is that soci« '.:>• 
is rendered poorer by ignoring de-emphasizing and marginal! its 
over half of its population. A caution is necessary x this 
stage. Even when women are being •ignored", they still 
represent the backbone of the economies .in Africa - parties..' ..riy 
rural working women. Most of rural pre .'notion is accompli 
by such women with or without mole management input and other 
effort. Many feminist a scholar has bemoaned the phenomenon 
the "invisible male" within the rural .iconomy. Gender-
discrimination against women then is • ive in the sens-, tnai: 
i) due tc it men do not necessarily input into product v. . 
as much a? they could and should 
ii) women's production is not a: high O.v it should be SMO-. 
it is not adequately supported be men's productive 
activity. 
iii) policy makers and implement a tors continue to plan fc 
address men and thereby do not also sufficiently tar .at 
women who are responsible for the bulk of the product:.vfl. 
iv) to the extent that domestic work by women is not 1 I.ly 
recognised, a significant proportion of. women's labc j. 
is appropriated by the men with .*ut compensation and ther 
recognition. Such productiv- activity is further not 
reflected in national economic ieures, thereby 
legitimizing this {Species of mole exploitation . 
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v) since women particularly in the rural economy, unci 
the bulk of agricultural work such is also concert 
inco domestic work consequent upon which its recog 
disappears Work which if undertaken by men would 
have been recognized and core :nsatea'f ar is not 
"domesticated" and virtually rendered for free. 
vi) Women are not allowed by the existing•exchange and 
consumption relations to appropriate to themselves 
equitable amount •. their labour's product. 
vii) women's self-esteem due to the above consequences 
perpetually low and the consequent loss to society 
occasioned by non-existence of confident ponulatio 
Clearly, the gender discrimination which in the fir-
place is meant to advantage men, ends up undermining the -
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achieve. 
Gender discrimination against women is part and pa.-, 
other differentiation rife in alas? society • Such differ-
.in on class, racial and ether minoi 'ty dimensions. Such 
negative differentiation pi vo..ts soe.-.-exy from exploiting 
maximum potential. for examyl.^, with.: o capitalism, the w 
man is exploited and oppressea by ch«r . ening ciass(es). 
the working man exploits his wrfe, sisters, etc.. who are 
exploited within the broader system. Because the.work-in? 
iR not simply a victim but also an oppressor, his own ang: 
the broader system stands minimized, 
• 5 Government Policy ..nc; Gender Discrimination 
As one of the introductory quotations suggests > t'r.-
Government is cognizant ol the possible ri.ll effects of 
discrimination against women- Folicy documents - partin 
recent national plans - emphatically articulate the e 
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fwomen are an important element in 1 -lopniant process 
and should be integrated in that policy' (Maria Nzomo» 1982: 
After analyzing the development oi VxD policy since 1973, 
however, Maria Nzomo concludes "hot whit hove so far o 
sweeping, vaguely worded statements oi government 
commitment and intentions on WID, sash as those found in 
national plans end party manifestos'. (Id.'. 
So far the government is y t tc reduce xts policy o-> 
discrimination and the role of women en development inso • 
one comprehensive and authoritative document, for example, 
a Sessional Paper devoted wholly to each issue. Moreover 
the existing elements of policy enunciation on women hormali 
affirm that women are not discrimi: ated igainst and there.' c 
do not mirror the reality on the ground. The policy St.. >on., 
too do not go further to suggest the actual measures that 
must be pursued to correct gender discrimination against 
women. 
The keen analyst is left with a Jelngaring feeling tha 
government policy articulation it this stage is uncommitted 
and largely ineffectual; indeed lack o.. policy clarity 
contributes to and supports adverse gt-ndor discrimination 
measures and practices. 
Most importantly, the gains achieved by women du<. 
government policy commitment towards them as enunciated .'e 
national plans and other policy sources, arc seriously 
punctured - or even negated - by the conscitutional position 
which favours discrimination against women... Section 82 of 
the Constitution bars disci ieein .cion en axl grounds except 
sex! What this means is that women in Kenya may not 
successfully use the Constitution tc challenge laws, police, e 
and practices which discriminate against them on grounds of 
For a fuller discussion of this point see Kivutha Kibw.o 
I9H9. Se also Wilfred •«. Nderitu, 1988, esp. at 1-11 • 
J 
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From th:-. above it .should b: clear Chat present govern 
policy on the role of women in society is yet to be articulac 
in clear cut and firm manner. Moreover, the manner in whie 
such policy should DO actualized is not stated as an 
amplification of the policy. Critically, whatever policy oa 
the role of women is to bfe found in ordinary policy document-v 
is perhaps fatally contradicted by the Constitution which 
does not outlaw sex discrimination. 
i .'• Lav; end Sendee Discrimina 11o>l 
Often the law contributes te promoting gender diserimt 
although ideally law should uo the reverse. Addressing such 
reality Margaret Schuler writes: 
"The problem of the inferior lege1, status of women 
centers around three key issues; 
the laws themselves are of t ..'- unjust or do. scri rd r : ~ re 
limiting the right,, of women-: 
the application of the law - even when adequate ~ if 
often arbitrary r prejudicial towards women; and 
women tend to bo unaware c-f their own legal status 
of the effect laws have on them,, or ever that they 
are the objects of injustice" (Margaret Schuler 1985 Ji 
In the above instances identified by Schuler, sex 
discrimination can be engendered in the low itself or the law 
may provide de jure equality end vet d • facto discrimination 
exists. (Tovt Stang Dahl, 1987Vi4-51). Perhaps one can add 
to the above instances a fourth scenario in which legal lucae 
l enables existence of gender discrimination. We have, for e 
seen that Kenya*s constitution :! rtructure does net cutl, . 
gender discrimination and thus constit\iciona 1 silence may 
to sanction discrimination on ground of s.-;v. 
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Writers on women a n j the lew as pr liminary endenvot? 
always iaentify the key issues in the 'debute. (See for ex e,. 
Margaret Schuier (1986:J!+ - .15) be e. tun.it' ly such 
identification focusses on th problems confronting upper •• . 
middle class women to the exclusion oi th . eorkin, woman •• 
both rural and urban. Even when issues apply to both the working 
woman end women from the owning classes, lh ir nifestatia; 
can be dissimilar. For exemel*.., husbn.ds or male relative •» 
working women may not have real proper ry f or ..'hose ownershi;-
and control their wives ee- sisters en:., daughters can contene. 
M]so inheritance may not be crucial for such women. 
In our view, much of the die .ussier, en women end lew ,.n 
nfrica and the Third World is non-focussed to the extent Lle.t 
legal issues identified amone upper en. middle class women ar. 
treated as the global issuses 'of all wo.K-n, Even supposedly 
radical feminist scholars succumb to such analytical and 
perhaps ideological pitfalls . vjri >•« id -ntifying them 
initially (Maria Nzcmo, 1982; 1987; S.fi.C. Gutto 1376 etc.). 
2 . 7 Women, Law ana Development. Mobil Lzatlon for Empower..: ' _ 
1j 
Schuier defines development thus: Development 
is essentially a process of allocating and 
utilizing resources for the social ere economic 
benefit of society. Unfortunately, ch net 
result of many development processes in the 
third World today is the politic .1 .rod 
economic advancement of certain groups and 
the margnalization, exclusion, or subordination 
of others. Wamen comprise one major social 
sector systematically excluded from full 
economic m d political participetion in the 
production and benefits of development 
(Margaret Schuier 19 8 6 :1 ;,. 
Most writers on the role of women in development in to 
Third World define development in terms of integration of won- n 
into the capitalist model. The zrgerr at then is women nave roe 
been equally exposed to the opportunities available under 
capitalism as men. To dynamize capitalism and introduce equi t / 
in a welfarist sens^, women have to no given equal opportunity 
cjs men to enter the capitalist mode of -•eduction as acto 
end not just as objects. if the above h. eens, women5 th 
free enterprise system and scci--t> will be more the rich2 
Thusa greater incorporation of women into capitalist 
production will increase surplus, some of which can -be sh 
among working people (especially working women) and hence 
some raising of the general standard of living. 
In c<. pturing the above understanding or development 
the place of women within it and peeing the possibility o 
different kind of development, Achoia Pe.la Okeyo writes a 
follows (and we quote in extenso) : 
The basic premises of much of the integrationist 
research (and the United Nations is no exception) 
was that women were outside th.. mainstream of 
development. Unfortunately, the. small projects hav 
come and gone with little impact. V/e must then 
ask why sex inequality persists one what the 
other dimensions of gender-based inequality 
are, The main questions become: into what 
structures are women being integrated, and what 
is the pattern of social and economic 
differentiation within those strung-'res J 
Do women really need to be integi .it- d into 
unequal structures or eh.raid there be a new-
society based on gender equity? These questions 
underlie a critique of the concept of 
"integrating women in development". '*":Iain-
streaming" of women is not a workable 
strategy in and of itself. flu question must 
.30 further: what is the mainstream? Is it 
good for women? Docs it offer equality? 
Achoia Pal a Okeyo ;L989 : 5 ). ' 
From the above passage, Okeyo anticipates two types 
development; development in the short term, which consist 
"mainstraaming" or integrating women into present capital 
system into either a reformed capitalism, which is to son 
extent sensitive to the demands of women in their march f 
equality, or a post-capitalist system in which equality, 
only for women vis-a-vis men, but also for all humanity i 
guaranteed. 
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For our present purs.poses, v. . . - rate on the she : 
term and therefore derine development i- rhot rocess which 
will incrementally open up th-.- capitalist system equally for 
all sexes and ensure that exploit:-tion a d oppression merely 
on account of sex is non-existent or substantially reduced. 
Hence, we are interested in exploring how legal constraints 
relating to women's status can be removed to insure that 
their participation in development, as defined above, can be 
enhanced. However., together wi ;h other authors c.n the subject, 
we recognize the fact that overhaulin cf the present 
international economic <nd cap:; talist-patriarchial systems 
must prelude the actualization and guaranteeing of genuine-
equality inter se sexes and imong oeopl^s. 
Part III 
3.0 .dw and the Status of Women in Laikipia: Research 
Findings and Analysis. 
3.1 Introduction 
Prior to analysis of the legal problems identified ir, our 
research, a word about the methodology adapted. Field-:?•• .OK 
was conducted from January-April 19 8 0 and from November-
December 1989 . From the data collected, o.vsed on a structured 
questionnaire administered to both women end men (but wifi 
a bias on women respondents), 9Q cases from Mukogodo, 
Rumuri ti and 01 Ngarua (referred to subsequently as Area 
16 from Central (Area E) were analysed.0 xhe data was 
analysed separately vis-a-vis the- above two localities because 
the population in the first three divisions, largely consisted 
of rural poor working people, while; in Central division m re 
"modernity" and slightly higher incomes were noticeable, 
was anticipated the above dichotomization would enable us 
to study women ana law in light of economic, social and 
cultural differentiation. 
8. Although we have introduced Area a and Area B abbreviate 
sometimes we identify the localities by their appropriate 
name. 
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Another important so arc--, of dot \ our study was 
unstructured interviews further supplemen 02<3 by keen pbservo-.:ion 
of myraid process and activities within the community. 
Earlier, we lameneted that Analyses in this area do not 
usually identify the problems encounter-ad by women as a 
consequenc: of their gender, class and station in life 
separately. In this part then, we wish to examine the problems 
within the framework of: 
problems.encountered by women en masse. 
problems encountered by upper ana middle class 
women. 
problems encountered by peasant and working class 
women (working women) due to 
a) general exploitation of working class people 
in a capitalist system 
b) exploitation and discrimination by upper and 
middle class men and women 
c) exploitation end discrimination by oppressed 
and exploited spouses or -'boy-friend" and his 
male relatives. 
Three caveats however must be immediately entered. 
Most of the women in the district are working women. Problems 
of upper and middle class women may not be widely canvassed 
in this study. Second, many of the problems discussed do no-
fit in only one of the categories, they traverse more than 
one of the three broad categories. Third, we do not 
concentrate on problems -ncountere • by working women by reason 01 
the general exploitation of working class people to the extent 
that this represents the common exploit, tion oi she sexes. 
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3.2. PROB-IMS ENCOUNTERED BY ; 
Ei\' MaSSE. 
Cohabit ation. 
Present Kenya law regarding the rights of women an-
children (Githu Muigai 1S89: 113, 119- 121) under o. cohabito 
9 
tion arrangement ore not clear . Oui marriage law does n 
grant a species of rights to parties who are in a cohabita-
tion relationship; they have to recourse for rederss to som-
other law, e.g. contract law in relation to the sharing of 
jointly acquired property. A special type of cohabitation 
is prevalent in Nanyuki town. Military preserve in the towr 
is high since several barracks are located here. There are 
instances of military men who set up houses for women and 
visit them regularly. Often children are borne out of such 
unions. After the men's tour of duty, the women (and 
children) are abandoned. 
Possibly some of the above unions can fall under 
criminal sanction which forbids any P ,R LV from initiating fa 
1 n 
false marriages . Also it can be argued that some of such 
unions are marriages under custorary law., or common 1 aw 
marriages: marriages by habit and repute. Where the above 
fails, then one is interested to know the rights of the 
woman and children during the currency of the cohabitation 
and upon dissolution by one party. La, on abandonment by the 
men, the female partners should seeK judicial remedy 
particularly for division of any property of the 'union5. 
It is unfortunate as the law stands the female partners wt.,. 
not get affiliation support for minority issues of the "unio 
(see fn 13). Preferably, the female partner should insist c 
regular unions. A draw-back to this solution is that most i 
men are already mongamously married. The result is that sua 
Section 170, Penal Cole (Cap. 63). 
Id section 287. 
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women and their children are Largely unprotected by the law. 
3.2.2. Property: Division of L . -our and Product. 
In Laikipia - as in other parts of the country -
property ownership resides in the man even when there exists 
over-whelming evidence to show that the women are responsible 
for most of its accumulation. In both agricultural and 
pastoral communities, traditional division of labour - which 
itself was lopsided against women - has been further 
transformed to ensure tasks hitherto performed by men fall 
to women. 
Land, on the whole, belongs to men. So do animals with 
11 
a possible exception of chicken" . den can dispose ox the 
animals usually without approval of their wives, although 
sometimes they inform them about the disposal. The wives 
are managers or keepers of the animals and are deemed to own 
12 
the milk . But as the milk ir part of the food consumer 
the families, ordinarily the women cannot sell it. 
Among the Maasai in Laikipia, women often herd animals 
especially goats. The men, who in the past undertook the 
task, are migrating into towns in search of employment. 
Among the agricultural communities in Laikipia - as ir 
other parts of Kenya - men seem to participate notably in t e 
initial preparation of land and harvesting; other stages 
being left to the woman, although the man undertakes a 
supervisory role. Initial preparat: r. of the field may be 
achieved through mechanised help paid, for from family 
11. Women's groups can own and sell r.oats. However, it 
appears most of the proceeds are utilised by men and th 
family as a unit, and not the woman immediate benefici.. 
of the group. 
12. In Kericho, where milk is in i mportant source of ir.ee 
men own the morning milk, whereas the 'women own the 
evening milk. In the morning, cows produce more milk. 
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savings, from sale of cropt-. or c: .;h raiv fro; man's 
employment. Often the wo.-.-an. ar<- assiste _y hired help in 
performing other jobs in the far-rang process. We learned oh 
one of the reasons men participate significantly in harvestin 
is to ensure they are available to reoeiv the proceeds 
from sale of crops. Clearly men control the family income; 
it is their duty to distri ate such income. 
We found that eve: in the case of women working in 
paid employment, their salaries arc controlled by the men; of 
such salaries are deposited in the husoands'' bank accounts or 
given to the husband in cash. 
Althougn in Nanyaki town 1/-; of the businesses are 
registered under women's na-aes and are actually run and 
managed by women, when the man comes t. a .praise the 
business, he usually siphons off the profits. As a consequen 
businesses can hardly stabilize. 
As we indicated earlier, the e.-* tion of women, par-
ticularly in Laikipia's arid parts, is worsened by the fact 
that much time is expended in fetching water and wood. Sue1., 
chores multiply the already existing tasks that the women 
must undertake. Central to improving the condition of wome •: 
in this district will be provision of adequate water for al. 
the families and their animals. 
We noticed that so.ee families .iecide on registratio 
of land in the wife's name in order . .1 have access to more I 
in a land buying company. Control oi such property still 
vests in the man. He seems to be responsible for taking 
decisions as regards transfer of such land. 
Only unmarried women who own land and other proper. 
ere able to exploit and enjoy their property, although male 
relatives often make demands on them. go;..e senior married 
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women employees in government, local a- rities and private 
sector have limited autonomy regarding disposal of their 
salary and earnings. 
Even where members of the women's groups derive 
financial benefits from their activities, such benefits are 
enjoyed by their families, e.g. money or goods acquired 
through merry-go-round activities. (Supra fn 11). Men argue 
that initially they have given the women money for joining eh 
women's groups and so the family deserves the resultant 
proceeds. Women's group activities, then, are geared towards 
family subsistence which is also achieved through subsistence 
agriculture, hawking etc, Such activities are reminiscent of 
and a development from prior communalist house-keeping. 
Finally> under this subheading we consider division 
property upon divorce. Present Kenya law does not recognize 
women's participation in household keeping as a sufficient 
contribution towards purchase of property to enable the womar 
to share in it upon divorce. (Githu Mui. :i, 1939). Such 
position dooms most rural women. If th.= ir role is interpret . 
(or misinterpreted) as exclusively household keeping, then 
property acquired through family endeavour is deemed to 
exclusively belong to men. If cn the other hand women's 
household keeping and agricultural production roles are 
[ 
Acknowledged, then whatever property the husband acquired 
will be deemed to be joint property. 
For subdivision of property to occur upon divorce 
under present law, the wife has to show she contributed 
directly to wards its purchase. (Id). Women in salaried 
employment and business may be able to prove this. 
Especially among the pastoral communities in Laikipx 
many women never think they should get any property subse-
quent divorce or separation. In Area A 68.8% of our re-
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spcnder.ts stated husbands keep property upon divorce as 
oppose! to 4.4% of women. 6 9% of the respondents expect 
women to keep nothing; 13.3% expect husbands to help women 
with children; 2.2% expect to be given a piece of land upon 
divorce, whereas 2.2% expcct sharing all the property. In 
Area A 40% of the respondents expected husband to keep wife' 
property upon divorce, whereas 35.6% expected wife to keep 
her own property. In Area b the respondents who answered th 
question, 53.3% stated husbands keeps property after divorce 
80% affirmed husbands keep even property owned by wife, 
whereas 20% stated wife's property is shared between both 
parties. 
On the while, respondents though the women can have 
what the man chooses not to keep. Fortunately under Maasai 
customary law the man can transfer a wife he has disagreed 
with to another boma, giving her animals to rear for his 
male children. 
Domestic work should be recognized . by the law just 
as any other kind of work. If such recognition takes place, 
in case of divorce, the property can be shared because it is 
understood that the woman contributed directly towards its 
purchase. The acknowledgment of domestic work is really of 
crucial importance even at a psychological level as many 
husbands think their wives must work free for them and 
oelieve they are the only ones who actually work. A woman 
who works outside the home is more self conficent (although 
she is exploited most of the times). A woman who works at 
home is totally dependent on her husband because . she is 
also convinced that her work is no work. This "invisible" 
work should therefore be acknowledged as work on its own 
right. 
As the law stands, men can insist that land in the 
wife's name was so registered in her capacity as a trustee., 
(d). If a trust relationship is established, then the man 
can retransfer the property to himself upon or before di-
vorce. The property owning woman has therefore to ensure 
that registration is under her- name in ' jwn right. 
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3.2.3. Divorce 
As indicated earlier, customary law holds sway in mo 
of Laikipia. Our research revealed most women never anticipate 
leaving their husbands, but think husbands may leave them. 
It also appeared that there is no divorce as such among Laikip 
pastoral community. Women cannot entirely leave their husband. 
As we have already seen if disagreement arises, the husband 
sets up another "boma" for the woman and her children and in 
such a role she acts as a custodian of the animals for her malf 
children. Among the pastoral community, we only sampled three 
women who had left their husbands due to persistent violence. 
However, in Area A 58.8% of those who responded to the questici 
whether they knew any divorced person answered affirmatively 
(40 respondents) and 41.2% negatively (28 respondents).. By 
divorce the respondents meant separation as described above. 
In Area A higher 'percentages of the respondents (40%) seemed 
to believe women should keep children upon divorce, whereas 
15.6% believed custody should be shared. 
More reasons for divorce wore offered in Area A than 
B. In B spousal violence was the main ground for divorce. In 
A the reasons for divorce ranged from failure to give birth 
(17.8%), where one spouse does not provide food for the other 
(13.3%)-, adultery (8.9%), disagreement (G.7%), marrying more 
wives than a man can support (6.7%), violence (4.4%) and 
witchcraft (2.2%). 
Another significant factor in divorce is that the 
respondents believed it should take place extra-judicially. 
Only 4.4% in Area B felt courts should be involved in divorce 
proceedings. In Area A the respondents did not know courts do 
adjudicate in divorce proceedings. The above findings have 
far reaching implications for the vindication of women's 
rights upon divorce, as we have seen in the subsection on 
division of property upon divorce. 
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3.2.4. Wcm^u ar.a Personal Liberty. 
Due tc patriarchyt women's personal liberty is signifi-
cantly curtailed by men. In Laikipia, for example, somt men 
forbid women (giris) to go to school, to join woman's groups, 
attend meetings, enrol in adult literacy classes, use family 
planning services, talk to visitors (e.g. extension olficers 
and researchers). In Area A for example, all the women who used 
family planning services did so with spousal permission. Women 
become confined to the home and oth=r production arenas (e.g. their 
husbands' agricultural l<*nd, grazing land and community land where 
there are wells, rivers, and forests). Greater freedom is necessary 
for women, particularly In the pastoral set up if they are to 
enhance enjoyment of their human rights and their developmental 
role. 
3.2.5. Legal Illiteracy and Legal Aid 
In Laikipia, women are ignorant of the laws which seek 
to protect them. For example, most women did not know there exists 
four regimes of family law. The majority of women have no access 
to lawyers or legal aid. Some would like to vindicate their rights 
in court, e.g. upon divorce, but they seated that lawyers1 fees were 
prohibitive. Others, e.g. employees, feet that legal action against 
employers would lead to victimization. 
I General illiteracy in Laikipia is quite high, especially 
among women. For example, in Area A 40% of respondents are illiterate 
and 4.4% are undergoing adult education, wheroas 35.6% had some 
primary school education. Legal literacy cannot flourish where 
general illiteracy is rampant. 
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3.3.0. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED BY UPPER AND MIDDLE CLASS WOMEN 
3.3.1. Single Parenthood. 
Under this subheading, we merely wish to indicate that the 
incidence of single parenthood in Laikipia Is high - especially in 
Nanyuki. Prostitution contributes to this. About 3/4 of women in towos 
ire not married. Also women have moved from other districts to acquire 
land in the form*, r ranches. Some of these form another category of 
'3 
single parents. .Since the repeal of the affiliation Act ia Kenya, 
single female parents have been left without appropriate help form 
th^ir male counterparts for purposes of. bringing up offspring. 
3.3.2. Law and Women's Groups. 
Women's groups, just like informal sector business, face 
the perennial problem of identifying appropriate business form. 
Many women's groups are not even registered; members are vary of 
the perceived government scrutiny attendant registration. Most 
woman's groups are merely registered by the Women's Bureau of the 
Ministry of Culture and Social Services. Such registration ensures 
tho Ministry kv-eps track of the groups; it also enables th>-: 
Ministry to vet the registered groups for financial support or 
recommendation th-.reof. 
However, the Ministry registration do s not confer a 
business status to the woman's groups. Over and above the Ministry 
registration, the women's gronps have to register as partnerships, 
co-operatives and companies. For purposes of inter '3lia; licensing 
and credit acquisition Lhi groups in Laikipia are not registered 
13. The Affiliation Ordinance No.'12 oi 1959 was repealed by 
The' Affiliation (Repeal) Act No. 11 of i9&?. Any affiliation 
orders which were inforce lapsed imnwdiat-ly upon repeal. 
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as businesses. Without legal personality, th. - ->v.ps find it difficult 
to operate in the business world, sue when transgressed, etc. 
Women's groups tend to be amorphous entities in which the 
rights and duties of the groups are indeterminate. Members cannot 
easily enforce their rights against the group and inter se. for 
example, ^mong most of the groups in Laikipia, hardly ary principle 
?.nd formula regarding profit sharing exists. Tilt majority of the 
groups engaged in business in L.iikipia have not to date shared any 
profits. Moreover, if a member exits from the group, no clear-cut 
rules exist relating to refund or non-refund of contributions. If 
a member leaves the group, but had hitherto contributed money which 
went into a project, it is not clear how she ca'.i realise her portion 
of the investment and future profit from such investment. Similarly, 
if a member withdraws from merry-go-round activity after the group 
has contributed money for her, bat before completion of one circle, 
it is yet not clear what duty, if arty, she owes to the group. 
Leadership of the groups runs on infinitum. 
Although the relevant Ministry has a regulation seeking leadership 
turnover ev^ry two years, in Laikipia usually .j death changes 
offices. 
Meetings and records are irregular. Therefore, it is not 
easy to detect misappropriation of funds. Most of the treasurers 
are barely literate. Only the secretaries r.re literate and 
young, whereas other officers tend to be older women. Where men 
are permitted to join women's groups, the/ ere often accuseu of 
misappropriation of funds and other sebotege. 
Women's groups, as currently conceived and organized, do 
not contribute significantly to the economic development of rural 
areas. They constitute socialization points and are desperate 
attempts b> women to mobilize themselves, where the fr^e 
enterprise system and government have not succeeded. They are 
primarily an extension of traditional tub^istonce efforts by women. 
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3.3.3. Employment 
Only a few women are in gainful employment in Laikipia. 
Government departments, local authorities and the private services 
sector constitute the major employers of women. A small number of 
women are employed in the ranches particularly to herd goats and 
sheep and undertake milking of animals. 
Complaints from women employed in hotels and bars include 
inadequate pay, lack of housing allowance» overwork, (often they 
work for 15 hours), unpaid overtime, absence of leave, lack of 
respect by employers (Often including sexual harassment by employers 
14 
and customers) , perpetual temporary employment, status, regular 
termination in which terminal benefits (end pay, notice pay, leave, 
overtime) are not paid, denial of maternity leave etc. However, 
labour officials informed us such complaints are routinely voiced 
after termination and not during currency of employments the reason 
being employment is scarce and precarious and therefore employees 
choose not to complain in advance lor fear or being sacked. 
House maids in Nunyuki town complain of long hours 
inadequate pay and periodic sexual harassment. 
Some women are employed in saw milling. They ere not 
allowed to work machines, this being pru-s. rvt of men. Only 
those wtio work machines are enuitleu tc bonus pay and therefore 
higher pay. 
3.3.4. Women and Business. 
As stated earlier, about i/4 of businesses in Nanyuki 
14. Respondents wUo work in bars stat-d that men believe all women 
who work in bets are prostitutes. 
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are registered m women's naraes. The majority 'asc who physically 
run all the businesses are women. host of thee-, .re luoily businesses 
run by women whose husbands are employed Isv-wher:. Respondents statv d 
that men tend Co sabotage development oi such businesses by misapplying 
earned prof.its. Secondly, women are not given priority in relation to 
business loins. Lenders prefer giving credit to '.nen. Moreover, most 
women cannot mobilize title for security, th.y have to rely on husb-Kid's 
or relatives' security. Since such borrowed security can always be 
withdrawn, the business venture rests on shaky ground. Thirdly, single 
women engaged in business are corsidered dishonest by the community. 
Consequently, community support is not always foi'thcoming. Besides, 
married worten engaged in business cannot often take snap business 
decisions, since usually they have to consult their husbands first. 
Irreparable damage to the business may ensue when oecisions are delayed. 
Among the major businesses owned by women in Laikipia are a 
bakery, a saw mill, bicycle repair shop and a matatu. 
Women hawkers exist, specially in towns. A few women have 
been prosecuted for conducting business without ppropriate licensing. 
Women's groups are also actors in busii ess. Currently they 
seem co specialize in identical businesses. These are house-improvement 
raising money for each other» provision of water tanks, honey gathering, 
clothes manufacture, posho mills, shops, hotels and rental houses. 
Some of the problems afflicting the business prospects of such groupa 
are lack of market for products, lack of cliversify of economic 
activity, poor managerial skills, lack 01 credit facilities, low 
capital investment, illiteracy of membership and occasional political 
and administrative interference as contrasted with positive 
assistance. As of now, the role of the women's groups in Kenya may 
have been over-emphasized because our research so far indicated hardly 
any profits accrue from such ventuiw, which percolate to members. 
So far only non-business oriented women's groups hav^ .: scored 
visible successes. Many problems confronting these groups in the' -
business arena are similar to those afflicting the informal sector 
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as U whole (Kivutha Kibwana, 1988). Solution - r such informal sector-
problems will also assist in resolving the business problems of the 
women groups. 
3.3.5 Credit. 
We indicated businesswomen lack eraGit mainly because they 
have no security. Borrowed security by women is not as favoured by 
loan giving institutions as own security. Even where women possess 
titles and can access loans, they view loans with apprehension. 
Perhaps even wtun women have titles, they fe.?I insecure in their 
ownership and prefer not to jeoperdize it: at all. They may also J 
not have identified investment opportunities for which to seek loans. 
Most women seem to use1 their land as security on behalf of spouses 
or male relatives. 
• ! r 
Through the women's groups, women can be interested in 
investment opportunities. Loan giving institutions may wish to 
extend loans to registered groups, since tha risk is spread among 
b larger number of clients. 
Perhaps, apart from establishing institutions which 
only give credit to women, new criteria for giving loans to certain 
disuavnntngc groups should be developed which de— emphasize security. 
(Id). 
3.3.6. Succession 
In theory, Kenya's succession law" does not discriminate 
on gender lines. A testator/testatrix can will his/her property to 
any and all children and relatives regardless of sex. The rules 
regarding intestate succession also ensure property devolves to all 
dependants irrespective of sex. Indeed, it a parent writ. s a will 
15. Cap lbO. 
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which, for example discriminate a dependant count of set- the 
law can reverse such anomaly. 
However, in aost instances3 prooeity - especially land - is 
inherited by males in accordance with custoir.ary law. In Area R 71 • 4/» 
of respondents stated only sons should inn.«rlt property, as compared 
to 1 4 . w h o thought all children should inherit. In Area A the 
tigures were 5A.3% and 37.1%; 2.9..' of the respondents preferred 
inheritance of property by their grandchildren. To the extent that 
particularly rural women do not know th. law, the above succession 
preferences worK againjt women's interests. In Laikipia, especially 
among the pastoral com; unity, the Law of Succession Acc does not apply-
in cases of intestacy and thus customary law, which favours men. is 
the operative law. This is by virtue of section 32 of the law of 
succession Act which disapplies the law on int. stacy in respect to 
agricultural land crops and livestock thereon in certain gazetted 
areas. Most of Laikipia district is within the gazetted areas for 
purposes of intestate succession. 
Interestingly, we discovered that wherv women have titled 
land, they prefer to leave it to their sons - Ti others expect 
their daughters will be married in a home wh;.r : they will have use 
rights to land. 
3.4.0. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED BY WORKING WOMEN. 
3.4.1. Multiplicity of Marriage Laws 
Four systems of marriage laws exist in Kenya, that is 
Chriscian/Statutory, Hindu, Islamic and African customary law, 
Elsewhere we have observed: 
Such legal diversity may De an answer to 
cultural diversity. However, difficulties 
with legal plurality in family laws arise 
when the different systems giv.- unequal 
rights to spouses in the same country. 
(Kivutha Kibwana 1988:6} 
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The overwhelming majority of •.oarriag -. in the district are 
conducted r^id the corresponding rights and duties determined by 
customary law. This Is more prevalent among the pastoral Maasai, 
Turkana and Samburu peoples as opposed to Kikuyu settlers and 
urban populations. Thus, In Area A 73.3% of the respondents were 
married under customary lew, as compared to 17.8% under Christian 
system. Generally, women enjoy less rights and are exposed to more 
duties under the present customary law system than those married under 
Christian/Statutory and ev n Islanic lav/."' 
Most of the female interviewees were oblivious of the 
existcnci oi a multiplicity of marriage laws. However, the women 
respondents preferred they had the right to choose their spouses 
and marriage system. In Area A, marriage system was chosen by. male 
spouses (47.1%), parents of spouses (11.8%) and female spouses (11.8%. 
In Area B the figures were 42.2%; 24.5% and 17.8% respectively. When 
briefly informed about existence of systems other than customary, the 
female respondents preferred to the married under the Christian 
system, »/nile only 4% in A did so. The high preference for 
customary law by men in Central division was pr dicated on the 
premise that men exeicise more spousal authority £nd other rights 
l.n such marriages. 
'Women married under customary law did not expect much from 
their husbands by way of companionship v.ri discussion. ?ossossiv«,ncs 
to them was not important. They argued that it was advantageous to 
he in a polygamous family because co-wives provided company. This 
sentiment however can be viewed to represent criticism regarding 
the perpetual absence of men from the matrimonial home. Some respond 
married under customary law said they preferred a Christian marriage 
because of absence of adultery within cuch Institution. Other 
reasons given for this preference were the Christian marriage 
provided more freedom for women and it was proper to get married in 
accordance with one's religious beliefs. 
16. In Area B, 5.9% were marrieu under Islamic Law. 
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Due tc prevalence oi custcwary rnarr' tne district, 
particularly in Area A, short run resistance to a uniform marriage 
law wculd be widespread. Ever if passage of such law occurred, 
marriage would most probably continue to b«.. regulated under 
customary law. A uniform marriage law for the country, if 
promulgated soon, si juld thus include transitional provisions 
preserving some elements of customary marriage such as polygamy 
while simullaneously attempting co accelerate, incrementally5 spousal 
equality of rights. 
3.A.2. Polygamy. 
An incidence of customary family law is polygamy. The 
other s- stem which allows limited polygamy is islamic law. 
Polygamy is widely practised in Laikipia particularly 
among the Maasai community. In Area A 22.2A of the married 
respondents are polygamous and 53.3% non-polygamous, whereas in Area 
B the figures are 17.7% and 43 .2% respectively. Ihe institution of 
polygamy seems to serve economic ends. Each wife and her children 
are "given" or entrusted with livestock tc ultimately such 
livestock belongs to the man» especially among the Maasai. Polygamy 
is also used for birth-control purposes because a man is not supposed 
to sexually engage a wife who hciS delivered until the child is 
approximately 3 years old. Elderly respondents explained that 
within Maasai culture it was necessary not to have many infant 
children because, in the event of war, easy mobility was mandatory. 
Polygamy also helped secure alternative motherhood if one of the 
wives died, leaving behind off-spring. 
Evidently, tnrough polygamy, the man is able to mobilise 
cheap reliable labour, £:ince he coes not personally invest much in 
the upkeep of the women. The vc-.ien also reproduce other labour. 
Polygamy reinforces the authority of patriarchy because women enjoy 
inferior status under it and the superiority of man - as the person 
who conceivably can bring as many wives as he wishes under his roof 
- is dramatically shown. 
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3.4.3. Minors and the Law 
Marriage of minors is not permitted by the law. However, 
both customary and statutory law define minority and majority 
differently. Under customary law one attains majority after an event 
e.g. initiation, whereas under statutory law, the age of majority is 18 
years. Therefore, under customary law extremely young girls can be married 
consequent upon initiation. Recently government administration in Kenye 
has been mobilizing against marriage of female 'minor5 who may or may 
not have undergone initiation rites under customary law. Laikipia 
district represents one of the areas where extremely young girls are married 
off by their parents under customary lav?. 
The administration uses the provisions of Marriage Act and the 
Penal Code to prevent, whenever it can, isolated cases of marriages of 
young girls. Under the Marriage Act, the age of consent for marriage is 
21 years. However, marriages of 16-21 year olds can take place with consf.nt 
of parents, or person having lawful custody of a young person. Section 35(2) 
of Marriage Act forbids marriage of persons under 15 years old. Section ..45 
of the Penal Code prohibits sexual intercourse with girls under 14 years. 
Among the pastoral community in Laikipia, girls tend to drop out 
of school at primary 6 level for initiation and, subsequently marriage. 
Statutorily such girls are minors. Due to prevalence of early marriages 
for girls, parents desist from introducing them to formal education. 
Traditional education is considered as mojt suitable for preparing the 
girls for subservience, marriage and subsequent duties. Assisting th-ei.. 
mothers at home is preferred than sending them to school. On the whole, 
under-age girls' consent to marriage is not sought; their parents and 
relatives arrange such marriages. 
As implied above, another area where the minor suffers 
disadvantage in Laikipia particularly in the arid parts if lack of 
educational facilities. Generally, facilities for education are lacking. 
Where the population is sparse and mobile, the government has not felt 
motivated to expand educational facilities. Moreover, existing school 
space is often underutilized. However, parents are not yet adequately 
encouraped and motivated to send their children to school. As a result, 
enrolment of children particularly girls is lew. Children and parents 
are discouraged from seeking formal education, . ~e the children have to wa 
long distances to get to school. Few hoax-ding fariHtiPK, especially at -
level education, exist. 
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Our research also revealed that the incidence of school 
pregnancies, especially in the urban centres and recently also 
among the Hoasfli, is high. School regulations, as they exist, pen-ax LSe 
the girl and deny her further education even attar delivery whereas 
the male culprit, if a pupil, continues with his studies. 
We also found that, especially in the ranches, child labour was 
employed particularly in herding. The labour department is aware of 
such problem. It tad tried to educate employers vis-a-Vis the 
preblem. Unfortunately, in a district wherb economic conditions <. re 
extremely harsh, parents wish to exploit r ... '. venues of Income 
generation - including their children's labour. Young girls are in-
1 7 
voivsd more in household help than in herding. The labour 
department indicated It was harder to control such employment since it 
was not carried out in the public urei ct. 
Another area of difficulty in the -relationship between law an.; 
female minors is that of delivering family planning services. 
Gitau 19(39: 31-33). Especially in Nonyuki and other towns, 16-16 y*«r 
ulds seek Dirth control devices. HeAith personnel initially tried to 
give infromation to such minors and to persuade them to be accompanied 
by parents during subsequent visits. Such strategy failed to aahisvo 
17 A school foi training house maids exists in Laikipia. 
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positive response, tven though existing policy disallows provision of 
family planning devices to minors, the health officials seemed to favou 
a pragmatic approach of being sensitive to the family planning needs of 
adolescents. Even where parental consent was unavailable, the officios 
felt female adolescents capable of pregnancy should be exposed to fainii 
planning methods consistent witn the health needs of such aciolescents. 
Finally, social workers indicated that in Nakuru town, instances 
of child prostitution, as well as adolescent single parenthood, are on 
the increase. 
3.4.4 Women and Land. 
In Laikipia one can identify several categories of land as far 
as women are concerned. These are 
: pastoral land under the Land (Group Representatives) 
Act^® and customary law 
: agricultural land under customary iaw 
: titled land registered in husband's name 
: urbin land temporarily allocated to women's groups 
and 
: land on which both men and women are squatters. 
18 Cap. 287, Laws of Kenya. 
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The district has 13 group ranches in which instead of pursuance, of 
individualization of land, in Keeping with the land reforms of the 
late 195'Js and early 1960s, the inhabitants' pastoral way of life was 
respected and hence group registration.i favoured. Under such 
residual systems, only adult male1? were initially registered on a fc:.>il_. 
basis. Women's rights under customary law were not registered. 
Moreover, women's use rights under a pastoral economy were less than 
use rights of women under an agriculturally based economy under 
customary law. 
Since women did not/do not, on trie whole, own animals, they d-d 
not/do not have significant use rights on ther (pastoral) land. 
Therefore, in the pastoral co'nmuniT.ius, woman are considerably distune 
from land as a natural resource and means: r p production. Women seeii 
to have use rights regarding the animals and therefore limited use 
rights on the family and communal land for purposes of actualizing their 
use rights vis-a-vis the animals. Also the land on which the homestead 
built belongs to the men, although each woman's hut could be said to 
belong to her. In the pastoral area, agriculture has hardly begun, 
the few instances were practised, although the land immediately buiongs 
to the head of the household, herv the woma;i who works it could be cell, 
to have use rights similar to those possessed by women as regards 
untitled agricultural land own^a by their husbands. 
• 
- ; 
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A critical problem which will plague land under this category, is 
that if and when sub-divisions occurs, registration wiii invariably 
be male oriented, since today only men ere registered os group owners.1^-
• 
In those areas where agricultural land is still unregistered, inen 
are deemed the owners under customary law, whereas women have use rights. 
One problem noted about registration of such land is that oumsnSs use 
rights are not reflected in the register and thus women have to rely on 
men's benevolence for continued use of the land. 
As implied above, although registration of land vests its absolute 
proprietorship in the registered owner, in many communities in Kenya, 
land use has continued as it customary lend tenure exists. As a result 
women continue to exercise their customary use rights although these ere 
not officially recognized and, on the whole, can be easily terminated 
especially where the man decides to transfer the land. 
As of 19H9, about 46 ranches in Laikipia had been subdivided. 
Women ownership of this category of land is high. In Ngurua for exampia, 
45% of those registered are women, both unmarried and married. Women 
ownership of this land is high because migrant women who had money were 
able to become membsrs of the land buying companies ana thereby own 1>. . . 
In families also, both the man and the woman would register as separat> 
entitles so that the family could own two plcts, which, ultimately, tent, 
to be controlled by men. In situations of disagreement, however, th 
Administration has witnessed instances where women successfully assert 
exclusive ownership of such land. In Area A 66.7% of land is registered 
in husband's name, 6.7 in wife's and 2.2% jointly (20% did not answer 
the question or haa no registered land or any land at all). In B, 
rODOD! 'i. 
'°• Where a registered man dies, his senior wife can be registered 
as a trustee for male uninitiated children. An adult male relative 
of the husbadd can also act as such trustee. 
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of those respondents who answered the question, 71.4% of land is registered 
in husbands name, 14.3% in wife's name and 14.3% in both names. 
In Laikipia several women's groups are at the stage where they 
require land to house projects such as pushc milis, shops, Hotels and 
rental houses. Rarely is such land bought by the group so that the 
title Is in group's name, More often than not, the women's groups seek 
land from County Council and Municipal Council. Currently the demand for 
such land by thw women outstrips supply by the civic authorities. Moreo/er 
the civic authorities allocate land to the women under Temporary Occupies 
licence. Un such temporary allocitions, the women are not officially 
allowed to build permanent structures. However, the more recent needs 
of the women, eg, rental houses, require permanent structures. One 
respondent told us that although the land was allocated on a temporary 
basis, the Administration had allowed them to build permanent structures. 
Squatting exists on some of the private ranches, as well as in the 
towns, especially in the slum areas of Nanyuki town. Squatting invc i.V' 
a scenario where the squatter h<_s no legal rights to the land under 
utilization. Such person's existence is thurs extremely precarious. Often 
the squatter relies an good will of Government to ensure continued use of 
squatted land. The point we want to make here is that, if the man's 
position in a squatting^/lcenario is precarious, the woman's is even m c 
so. At least the men have attempted to resist eviction, a prospect women rr; 
prefer not to duplicate. Must woman squat because their own men initiated 
the survival, strategy. 
3.4.5-^  Women and Violence 
Physical spousal violence is prevalent in Laikipia. Among the 
pastoral community, the problem is compounded because the women seem tc 
accept that a husoand has a right tc be. t his wife. Only in two instances 
did we find divorce occuring due to violence. In Area A, 42.4% of the 
respondents stated that husbands were entitled to beat wives for failu. 
perform duties (33.3%), irresponsibility (13.3%), rudness (11.1% and 
immorality (4.4%). Some men also beat their wives due to influence of 
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alcohol. In Area B, 17.6% of the respondents stated husbands couid beet 
wives dus to any wrongdoing, 11.3% if the husbands sc desired, 11.8% fext 
husbands would anyway beat their wives. 
Female circumcision, another form of physical violence is st:l_ 
prevelant in the district. Farents are interested in having their 
daughters circumcised early to prep re them for marriage. Government 
administration seemed resigned to the continued existence of this practice. 
Health personnel do advise on hygienic -methods of circumcision so as tc 
limit risks of extensive bleeding and infection. 
3.4.6 Women and Crimes 
In Nanyuki town, the commonest crimes committed by women are 
loitering with intent to prostitute contrary to Municipal Council By-Law;.; 
and Chief's orders under the Chief Authority Act , assaults, being 
drunk and disorderly, and handling of stolen goods. 
Due to the military presence in Nariyuki town, women and young 
girls are attracted by prostitution, particularly because the economy aues 
not provide many alternative opportunities. Since 1966, only one man 
has been arrestea for loitering with intent to prostirutej he was in the 
company of a woman identified by police at, a suspect prostitute. Although 
the police mount periodic swoops against female prostitutes, such 
maneouvers do not seem to dent the practice of prostitution. 
Women in the slums are also used by men for storing, to store 
stolen goods, hence the prevalence of the offence of handling goods by women. 
In the rural areas, brewing of traditional liquor is the most 
prevalent offence against women. One respondent, who was jailed for such 
offence, informed us that she considered brewing of traditional liquor c;•. 
a legitimate economic activity necessary to mobilize school fees for her 
children. 
20-Cap. 128 Laws of Kenya. 
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Our enquiries in the law courts disc revealed that some single parents 
are guilty of both child abuse and negligence. However, although social 
workers identify such cases, court action dees not necessarily proceed. 
Many grandmothers art* saddled with neglected children., 
PAHT 4 
4.0 Conclusions ^nd Recommend _it. ions 
Gender discrimination against women is prevalent in Laikipia 
district. Such discrimination is more rife among the pastoral community 
and, generally, in rural areas, as comparec to urban areas. Legal 
regulation contributes to sex discrimination in various ways. In many 
areas of social and economic endeavour, 'enough law' does not exist to 
adequately, attract discriminatory practices; of ten law enforcement is weak 
or deliberately de-emphasized by male officials -•» that discriminatory 
practices flourish. Often legal lacunae promotes sex discrimination. 
This study clearly reveals that all classes of women are discriminated 
against on gender lines by men generally and male government officials. 
Policies, laws and their implementation are usually not gender sensitive. 
The same applies to corresponding institutional structure. In the rural 
areas, discrimination against women is particularly extreme perhaps due v 
cultural factors and less economic opportunities for the community generally 
and women in particular. As a result, women's rural population is more 
murgincdised than its urban counterpart and nence more peripherialized 
in the development process. However, rural women contrary to popular ' 
myth, du not accept the discrimination ana continue to assert themseivesj 
the women's group movement is articulate evidence of such assertion. 
dacause women in both rural and urban settings hardly have land rights, 
credit, employment or business opprrtunities, their independent contribute 
to free enterprise development is significantly curtailed. Although as i 
is women who work on behalf of their husb^ncis ..nu/or relatives and for 
their children, they would enhance, their participation if there was a 
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guarantee of personal access to the fruits Of their labour. 9y distancing 
women from the means of producing and the product of their labour, societ; 
pays by having o lower level of development. 
Since men over rely on women's contribution in production, they do 
not themselves input into production as much as they could as a result 
of which some important development potential and opportunities are 
missed. 
We have stated that we found gender discrimination was more rampant, 
in rural as opposed to urban areas, tne forces of modernity are con-
tributing to ensure an enhanced sensitivity regarding discrimination "f 
women. It is likely therefore that mors advocacy by rural women to ensure 
removal of such discrimination will occur. The progressive and historic 
freeing of all women in Kenya and elsewhere will, not merely advantage the 
women but society as a whole when their energies are released without 
hindrance in more just and fairer society. 
In Part 3, we trieo to present the types c d nature of women's 
discrimination from a legal perspective. In so doing, an attempt was mad>. 
to separately identify problems facing working women and those of middle 
class and upper class women. Un the whole, Laikipia's women are working 
women. Our enquiry in Part 3 was meant to provide both the analytical and 
practical basis of unrdveiling and removing legal impediments which allow 
existence of gender discrimination against women. Policy makers, policy 
implementators, oonor agencies, women leadership etc should consider ir.tar 
alia, all the areas discussed in Pert 3 for purposes of promoting legal 
reform and other assistance. Any intervention to be effective must aj:fec 
the whole community and not merely the women (or women's groups). For 
example directing family planning services only to women to the exclusion 
of men does not achieve the desired goaMsJ. The oroblem of gender dis-
crimination against women is therefore not merely a women's problem, but 
a general societal problem. Resolution of the problem requires both men 
and women be targets of reform initiatives. 
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4.1 Specific reforms and recommendations include the following; 
1. introduction of registration of customary marriages. 
2. resumption of marriage law reform^ to facilitate passage of 3 
uniform marriage law which gives spouses similar and equal 
rights within marriage. However, transitional provisions 
preserving some elements of customary and Islamic Law 
marriages may supplement the uniform law to ensure undue 
resistance to the uniform law is avoided. 
3. some aspects of customary law which are beneficial to women 
and which ^ouid be strengthened should be identified. 
4. to undertake study of customary marriage laws and customary 
succession laws with a view to exposing problems as a basis 
of reform. 
5. legal rights and duties within marriage must be popularized chough 
appropriate fora to both men and women by government agencies, 
non-governmental organizations and other interested parties, 
6. long term proscription of polygamy. In the meantime its 
negative aspects should be exposed through public education. 
7. reform of cohabitation law t.o clarify the rights of the parties 
involved and in particular those of women and children of the 
unions. 
t). judicial intervention so that cohabitation is, unless a 
contrary intention is proved, treated as marriage by habit f?nd 
repute. 
9. reinstitution of the affiliation Act so that the putative 
father supports the mother in maintenance of issue. 
10. a uniform law on age cf marriage corresponding to present statu-
tory provisions should be passed. 
11. female students who give birth shoulo rejoin school after 
necessary maternity rest. 
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12. more rigorous control of chiio iaDour Especially in ranches 
and the domestic sphere by the labour department is critical. 
13. health officials should be sensitive to family planning needs 
of adolescents capable cf pregnancy consistent with the health 
needs of such adoleccents. 
14. all adult persons whose families have rights to land under the 
land (Group Representatives) Act should be registered as having 
rights to group ranch land. 
15. since women's groups are currently embarking on permanent 
developments on land, temporary allocations of land especiail> 
by civic authorities should be de-emphasized in preference 
to more permanent forms of alienation. 
16. rigoruus registration of women's groups both unner the Women's 
Bureau and at sub-locational/ward level by government administ-
ration should be undertaken. 
17. commerce officials should prioritize registration of women's 
groups as business organizations. However, groups which 
merely wish to engage in social and cultural activities caul 
be registered as societies. Subsequent, change of status shoul 
result in change of registration. 
16. rights and duties of members of women's groups should be 
specified within the constitutive documents. 
19. profit sharing or distribution formula and procedure within 
women's groups should be established. 
20. periodic change of leadership within women's groups should lr 
encouraged. Moreover, literacy criteria especially for some of 
the senior officers should be established. 
21. sub-locationsl/ward, iocational, constituency, district, provincial 
and national organization of women's groups should be encouraged. 
22. to sensitize women's leadership to gender discrimination issues 
through seminars etc., so 33 to dynamize the leadership and 
ensure it can take concrete steps to raise women's consciousness 
against gender discrimination. 
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23. employment, business, loans e~c. quo"- >r women should be 
explored and implemented. 
24. education on women's .rights in employment is mandatory. Such 
education should highlight disciminatory practices which ere 
illegal. 
25. more education on the fact that women can own property in their 
own right is necessary. At ail appropriate and unofficial 
levels, women should be eccouraged to own property independently 
and/or juintly with husbands. 
26. criteria and institutions for giving loans without security 
should be developed, (lore institutions which give loans only 
to women are necessary. 
27. reform of division of property upon divorce law to ensure women's 
household work and other family oriented work is recognized 
as a contribution to accumulation of family property. 
28. reform of the law so that divorce can only by granted by courts. 
29. rigoruus education on succession law to ail citizens. The 
administration should be co-opted to ensure ail rights recognized 
by Kenya's succession low are enforceo especially in respect tf 
women dependants. 
30. to develop country wide legal aid system with a women's issues 
sub-department. 
31. to emphasize general literacy among women and especially legal 
literacy and rights awareness. 
32. to introduce women and law studies in school curriculum 
especially in relevant university levels. 
33. to formulate a clear-cut policy on women and development 
preferably in a single document e.g. a sessional paper. 
34. reversal of present cultural constrainst and patriarchi 
values which encourage subordination, oppression and exploitation 
of women through rigorous education especially in schools, through 
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tne mass media and other appropriate fora. 
35. section 82 of the Constitution should be ammanded to outlaw 
discrimination hasBd on sex. 
Admittedly the above reform agenda is extensivej some of the 
suggested reforms could even be viewed as revolutionary. To remove many of 
the legal constraints wriich prevent women's proper integration and participa-
tion in the development process, our country must seriously aodress the 
above suggestions. It the anove occurs, of course on an incremental bi.i; is 
women's standard of living and role in society will be improved signifi-
cantly in the short run. As a result, a sound basis for long term solution 
of the Women's question wilx have been cheated. Ultimately, gender 
discrimination against women will be resolved when there occurs a 
re-ordering of economic system at the international and domestic levels to 
ensure greater and eventually equal access by wunun and all other dis-
advantaged sections of society to the means of production and products of e 
labour. 
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